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TT No.23: Keith Aslan - Saturday 31st August 2019; ORACLE COMPONENTS v St. 

Margaretsbury Reserves; Herts County League Division 1; Kick Off: 14.59; Result: 2-

1; Admission: Free; Programme: £1; Attendance: 15 (6 home, 0 away & 9 neutral) 

They'll be dancing in the streets of Oracle tonight after their third victory on the 

trot even if one of them has been expunged due to Bedmond's untimely departure 

from the league. For the hopping contingent though a lot of the magic went from 

the game with the non-appearance through injury of Lee Hattersley, son of Harlow 

Dave. 

Goffs Academy is a 40-minute walk from Cheshunt Station. There are no direct 

buses but a regular service covers the middle part of the walk. Got this back as the 

12 minutes it saved translated into an hour earlier arrival back at my country 

dacha. Not that I'm bitter about being the only person in the universe who pays bus 

fares but £2.70p for a one-mile journey. Come on that's just plain silly. The pitch is 

plastic and guess what, it's surrounded by a green fence, surprise, surprise. There 

is a covered area with seats just outside the enclosure which at a pinch would give 

you sight of the match and keep you dry. The secretary tantalized the crowd with 

tales of hot drinks and snacks being available at future games but not yet on-line. 

A couple of us went next door to the Broxbourne Borough clubhouse, who were at 

home in the vase, but sustenance was only available from inside the ground so a 

bit of a downer for the greedy hopper (that's all of us then!). 

Standing between the two managers, the pair of them who came across as 

thoroughly nice blokes before the game, spent the whole match slagging off the 

referee. All very sad especially as he didn't do much wrong except mis-time the 

length of the game, the one thing he wasn't criticized for. The players certainly 

didn't make it easy for him and if I had been the referee (no chance) there 

wouldn't have been 22 players left on at the end. But like nearly all of his 

colleagues Panos Fellas (what a fab. name) is unable to time a football match. 45 

minutes gone in the first half, lets add on another sixty seconds for no reason. It 

was in that spurious minute St. Margaretsbury took an undeserved lead. Plenty of 

action in part two, not all of it legal, with a couple of goals winning Components 

the points. We had seven minutes tacked on to the end of the second half, it 

started off as five before more added time was added to added time for time 

wasting. Clive Thomas, we miss you. 

Oracle have started issuing this season and are very pleased with sell outs at their 

first three games. I hope they appreciate that with two thirds of today’s crowd 

being hoppers who are attending specifically for the paper accompaniment, 

programme sales will be pretty perky. It's when the hoppers start evaporating that 

you won't shift so many. A little tip, if the best question you can come up with for 

the player profile is 'What is the best biscuit for dunking'? maybe you should think 

of something else to fill the programme. According to centre forward Paul Stevens 

it's McVities caramel digestives in case you were wondering.  



Thanks to my £2.70p bus journey I was home in time to see 'Britain's Got Talent: 

The Champions'. The fun never stops. 
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